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The Residents - Bunny Boy [Santa Dog Records - 2008]

After the rather disappointing radio play like last album The voice of

Midnight, The Resident’s return in fine bizarre, surreal and distintict

yet memorable song form with Bunny Boy;their 25th album in a career

that’s spanned over 35 years of experimental music.

As with every Resident's album this is very concept based this time

around its about a friend of The Residents whose nick-name is Bunny

Boy and who after sending in a series of bizarre video footage to the

group’s mysterious base promptly disappeared off the face of the

earth.  As always the highly arty and strange album booklet really

enhancers the Sonics of the album; been filled with pictures from

Bunny Boys sinister and freaky lair, plus of course full lyrics for all the

songs. Sound wise it has quite an electronica and almost bizarre glighty type edge running the material

which is as uselly a bizarre mixture of demented pop, Broadway musical, soundtrack, jarring caustic
guitars and various genre traits that are all to boiled up into sound that is completely and utterly The

Residents own. The tracks this time around are for the most part kept fairly short and sharp with a lot of

them been very memorable, hence the comparisons made in the press releash to their seminnal slice of

70’s pop oddness Duck Stab. Though this is far from a throw back or copy of Duck Stab, Bunny Boy is

of it’s time showing new and modern elements along with various sonic traces from all through out their

long & celebrated avant garde career.

Another strange and wonderful chapter in the career of this truly original and inventive Us project. I can

see this very much picking up new converts to The Resident's strange sonic cause, yet at the same

time been very rewarding to long term devotes too. Really I can’t think any other artists who are still

creating such inspired, inventive and vibrate material 35 years into their career- one of this years
highlights and another career high.

Roger Batty
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221008   Acid Mother Temple & The Cosm...
211008   Hush Harbours - Self Titled

191008   Hum Of The Druid - Raising Th...

181008   Steinbrüchel - Mit Ohne

181008   Quest For Blood With Yukihiro...

181008   Tom Carter - Shots At Infini...

181008   The Silverman - Blank For You...

181008   the Dead Science - Villainaire

171008   Part Timer - Blue

161008   Bohren & Der Club of Gore - ...

Taylor Deupree - Northern Gold

Taylor  Deupree is a highly talented  & original
electronic artist who in recent years has been

blurring electronic & organic innstrmentsio...

051008   Taylor Deupree - Northern Gold

010908   Moss - Masonic doom

070808   Have A Nice Life - Very aware...

010808   Sole - Times a changing

240708   Striborg - Into the woods - P...

100708   Terry Edwards and James Johns...

240608   TheTangent - Well Read

140608   Fecalove - Rising to the occa...

280508   Thinguma*jigsaw - Folk Murde...

150508   Sissy Spacek - Count on chaos
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